
21 July 2021

Submission to Maroondah Council re Mullum Creek Trail 

Good evening Tom
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback regarding the 
Mullum Creek Trail (Oban Rd - Highland Ave)

I am a Member and on the Committee of the MeBUG (Metropolitan 
East Bicycle User Group), since Maroondah BUG has folded. 
MeBUG is much larger and more active. I have copied them into 
this email, as others may be interested in advocating regarding this 
and future Maroondah Council projects, too. 

I will address my feedback in “directionality”, starting at Oban Rd 
end and working toward Highland Ave (and beyond!)

• The transition from the on-road bicycle lanes on Oban Rd to 
the path is poor to the point of being non-existent, and this 
makes it unsafe. Council should consider installing a “transition 
path” to safely get cyclists travelling down the hill of Oban Rd 
onto the path, so they can cross Oban Rd road safely; similar 
to what is provided at the Oban Rd - Mullum Rd roundabout 
that Council constructed a few years ago. 

•
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• There are no “grab rails” provided at any of the road crossing 
points at Oban Rd, Marilyn Cr, or Kalinda Rd (except on one 
side of Kalinda Rd) - neither on the approaches, departures, 
nor in the refuge islands. Grab rails should be provided and 
they must be aligned such that they are easily reachable by a 
mounted cyclist from the path surface (without feeling like you 
need to ride in the dirt adjacent!) 

• The interface at Marilyn Cres is unsafe, with traffic coming 
from many directions at once. A “wombat crossing” should be 
installed here, which would provide traffic calming and 
improved safety. This could be achieved by “setting back” the 
crossing of Marilyn Cres closer to 1 Marilyn Cr, rather than the 
present situation which crosses Marilyn Cr at the intersection 
of Oban Rd

• The 90º bend in the path where the path transitions from 
concrete pram crossing to asphalt is tight, narrow, and 
dangerous. This should be straightened out, along with the 
setback of the crossing of Marilyn Cr, such that no sharp 
bends are necessary

•
• These changes would result in a path alignment like so: 
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•
• The timber bollards used at the entry to the path both on the 

Oban Rd side and Marilyn Cr side are less than ideal, 
especially in poor lighting. They should be replaced with high-
visibility retro-reflective bollards, with adequate space between 
bollards (i.e. 1.8m or more) to permit accessibility of trikes, 
tandem bikes, cargo bikes, etc. 

• The existing path surface between Marilyn Cr to Kalinda Rd is 
very rough. 

• Most of the damage has occurred due to uprooting by adjacent 
trees. I wish to be very clear here: I do not wish to see any 
trees removed from the length of path! 

• Extensive patching (through the “squiggly lines”) as well as 
cut-and-re-laid sections of asphalt have built up over time to 
make for a very bumpy, rough experience for anyone who’s not 
on a BMX with full suspension! 

• The path sub-surface should be reconstructed of an 
appropriately stable base such that uprooting is reduced to the 
furthest practical extent, and a new surface provided along the 
full length.

• The new surface should be 3.0m wide to the maximum extent 
possible. 

• The 90º turn of the path at Kalinda Rd toward Highland Rd is 
very narrow, tight, and difficult especially with the barrier 
fencing. It is also un-signposted, so many path users end up 
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taking the gravel path toward Maggs St in error. This space 
needs to be redesigned to “spread it out” a bit and reduce the 
corner radius through use of sweeping bends

•
• The section of path between the rear fences of 10 - 23 

Chesney Dr and 41 - 25 Ashcombe Dr make the path very 
narrow. The timber retaining walls frequently fail, and the 
creek-side unfenced embankment feels quite dangerous. 

• A “set back” fence similar to that which is seen on page 6 of 
this document would be ideal: https://
www.victoriawalks.org.au/Assets/Files/
Shared_paths,_the_issues.pdf 

• This will increase the “perceived width” of the path and make it 
“feel” safer for path users to walk/cycle along the edge 
adjacent the creek

• The retaining wall should be rebuilt in more structurally-sound 
materials e.g. concrete & steel

• This section of path is in generally better condition, though will 
likely need re-construction if retaining walls and fencing are 
improved. Council should aim for as much of the path to be 
3.0m wide, though 2.5m would be acceptable given the 
constraints. 
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• At Chesney Ave, the bridge over the creek here is dangerous: 
there is a steep rise on the approach, a blind corner, a drop, 
then a narrow bridge that barely fits two pedestrians side-by-
side. 

• The path-side vegetation in this spot also frequently overhangs 
the path and should be addressed. 

• The bridge should ideally be reconstructed in much the same 
way as the bridge on the Mullum Creek Trail at the bottom of 
Glen Cairn Ave was approx 3 years ago, complete with a 
"grippy grid” path surface rather than the existing timber 
surface

• From Chesney Ave to Highland Ave, the path turns to concrete 
approx 2.0m wide. This should be widened to 3.0m

• It’s about time that access to Plymouth Rd from Highland Ave 
was addressed between Council and Yarra Valley Grammar 
School. A bridge and straight-line path to Plymouth Rd is past 
due. Manningham Council recently worked with Whitefriars 
College to access land to build the “missing link” of the Mullum 
Creek Trail between Knees Rd to Park Rd, Park Orchards - 
Maroondah Council must do the same!

• The signposting of the on-road route from Highland Ave to 
McAdam Square and to Maroondah Hwy is miserable, at best. 
The signs are “too high up in the sky” as they are positioned 
adjacent street names, and there are no road markings. As 
these routes are on low-speed, low-volume roads, they should 
be treated with a bare minimum of markings such as 
“sharrows" (ensuring these are marked toward the centreline 
of the road, they must not be in the gutter where cars are 
parked nor in the “door zone” of parked cars!!) with directional 
arrows and stencilling pointing the way 

• This extends to the inadequate route along the Maroondah 
Hwy Service Lane from Highland Ave to Kent Ave’s on-road 
bike lanes. This link should be upgraded including permitting 
contra-flow bicycle traffic on the one-way section of 
Maroondah Hwy Service Lane, and improved crossing of 
Maroondah Hwy at Kent Ave intersection. 
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I realise this is a lot, and there’s more that I probably have 
overlooked. Some of these are “big ticket” items, and others are 
“easy wins”. Yet more are requirements set out in AustRoads 
requirements. However, I hope this gives you a constructive starting 
point to work from. 

MeBUG and myself would be especially interested in working with 
Council throughout every step of the process of drawing detailed 
design/engineering plans, and would be pleased to meet with you 
either in-person or via videoconference to review, discuss, and 
improve these before finalisation and project tender. 

Kind regards,
Shaun Ruigrok
0410 796 647
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